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Granny's Play Crowd A

FEATURE

Three's A Crowd have happened, just like everyone had hoped they would and it all
came about through their appearance at Expo. Mama Cass apparently fell in love with the
group when she saw them performing at the big show and it was a simple matter to get the
Dunhill people interested and then the Crowd was off to Hollywood for a recording session
and at time of writing I've just heard that they'll be opening at Granny's in Toronto on Nov
13 for a two week run. Perhaps even before this edition hits the street we may have titles
on their new single and album release.
Canada's famous walled city, Edmonton, swung the gates open long enough to let
Willie and The Walkers get their latest Capitol recording out to the rest of the world, of
course,CHED gave top priority to the group. Even without the hype, Willie and his Walkers
will probably be given a chance on other stations across the nation. Someone should tell
CHED that the Lords of London have another single going for them it might help update
their chart.
Southern Music's Jerry Renewych has good reasons to be happy. Besides acquiring
Bill Haran and Peter Page as writers they've got a strong Trans World release to beef up
their claim. The single "Mary Jane Lonely" and "Trying To Make It On My Own" as performed by The Monday Morning could happen very large for the Montreal group.
The BBG (Bobby Brittan Group) are back in the news and they're making news. Last
week they played the Sir Sandford Campus in Peterboro and apparently had a good crowd.
The following night they were up in Bracebridge at The Place which is run by the Anglican
Mission. They created so much enthusiasm they apparently even had the priest frugging.
Both Shannon Conway and Bobby Brittan were brought back for encore after encore. During
the evening, a group of students took autograph pictures of Shannon and Conway and pasted
them on the wall making them a permanent feature of The Place. Other news on the BBG is
their coming gig at the Roxy Theatre (20th Century) in Uxbridge. The manager has hired

tastic. One titled "Trouble" is from "Music Man" and one of the best 5 minute cuts I've
ever heard. You'll probably dig another oldie. This one's a real oldie "Brother Can You
Spare A Dime". This wasn't the only album I gave a listen right through and prepare yourself for a new trend. Albums are going to become a lot more important in the days to come.
As a matter of fact you'll probably see RPM come out with the first recommended selections from albums chart, in the industry.
Here's an interesting happening for the Soul Society with Bobby Washington. On
Saturday Dec 22, this Hamilton blues and soul group will appear at the Hawk's Nest in
Toronto. This is their tenth appearance at the popular teenery and that's arecordaccording
to Hawk's Nest manager Ron Scribner. Here's another great selling point for the group.
For the past two months they've been rehearsing with 2 organs and on Dec 1st. they'll be
bowing this new approach to sound. Jack Petrie of Rush Enterprises notes that one organ
just follows the progressions and plays chords, while the second organ plays in harmony
with the sax. Sounds big, just like a Steel Town group should.
Although this issue is dated November 25th., it's on the streets November 16, so
you should get it in time to clue yourself in on Winnipeg's Fifth. They'll be appearing on
CBC's Thursday night "Let's Go" TVer. These guys are doing pretty well for themselves

THE FIFTH

TEAK WOOD

`mac

the group to play two forty minute sets between performances of Sonny & Cher's flick,
"Good Times". This is a first time experiment and reaction for the Nov 17 date is growing. 20th Century has arranged posters on, the event and circulated them around the area.
Kitchener's famous Copperpenny moved into the Bunny Bin (18) for their first
Toronto showing. They've just purchased a 32 passenger bus and will be converting it to
an executive lounge. They'll be soon hitting the recording scene as well. The group is
handled by Dram Productions of Waterloo.
Another Dram group, The Nocturnals from Vancouver are also chalking up a long
list of great appearances. Their recent showing at Guelph's Paradise Gardens, resulted in
them being the first group to be asked for a return engagement. They've also been well
received at one of the local high schools in Cornwall. Coming up is an expected crush of
a crowd for their appearance at Wonderland in London.
It's not too often we get the opportunity to listen to an album all the way through,
but if you get a chance tp pick up Spanky and Our Gang's Mercury album (MG 21124/SR
61124) you'll find yourself with one of the best albums of the year. The cuts are just fan-

BIZ

By Guest Columnist Stan Klees

THE FRINGE

LORDS OF LONDON

and they'll apparently be debuting their new record release on this Nov 23rd showing.
The GuessWhoare also happening in a big way TV -wise. This Winnipeg foursome
are the houseband for the "Let's Go" show which eminates from the 'Peg each Thursday.
Their Quality single "Flying On The Ground Is Wrong" is happening right across the nation. They'll be heading out on another tour across the United States beginning in January
which should take them to the southern climes during all the nasty weather.

FAN CLUBS CAN BE A PROBLEM TO ARTISTS
Fan clubs have always been a point of controversy, and a recent letter from a Miss
Vicki Foley of Calgary has inspired this column.
Miss Foley asks, "To whom do you apply to register a fan club? We tried the groups
record company but received no answer. Our club is in full swing and we'd like to make it
legal so no one else can try to take over."
To my knowledge there is no place where a fan club can be registered to make it
legal. Official approval usually comes from the group themselves or their management, but
record companies don't usually want to become involved except to pass your letters on to
the group. The only protection you might obtain is that the group would give you their blessing and allow you to call yourself the "official" fan club. This does not protect you and
other fan clubs can spring up.
The reason record companies don't want to get involved is that they represent so
many groups and aren't really in the fan club business. The group and their management
have more to gain and are usually anxious to have an organization of boosters.
Fan clubs can do a great deal of damage if they aren't run properly. Although you
are receiving only small sums of money, you must be organized and assure each of the
members that you will send out what you promised. Often, loose money sent in the mail
gets lost. Often the fan club (with good intentions) can become such a nusiance to a radio station's switchboard, that an otherwise good record is removed from the air just to
stop the constant pestering of the fans on the phone. A fan cub can also create a "hype"
situation which will lead the station to believe the group is organizing to make their record look bigger than it is by using the fan club to "bug" the station for MORE airplay.
The station will react to this and often decide never to play a record by this group again.
I know the fan clubs intentions are good, but the outcome can be a disaster for the
group.

Fan clubs (for the same artists) often have petty battles between themselves and
try to involve the artist in their disputes. This is another reason fan clubs get a bad name.
Often the president can become a nusiance to the group or artist and often the artist can't
afford the time to spend hours on the telephone trying to be cooperative and pleasant.
Such are the problems that fan clubs are up against. They can, nevertheless, be
very important to the artist and groups and many fan clubs have made stars of their groups.
Nan Morphy of Weston wrote to ask what she could do to assist Canadian groups.
I'm glad to see that there are young people in Canada who would like to become part of
the development of the sound from Canada. There are many things you can do. A nice let let to the Honourable Judy LaMarsh, Secretary of State, Ottawa, might be in order. If you
wish you can write personally or get up a petition with as many signatures as you can,
advising Miss LaMarsh that you would like to hear more Canadian music on Canadian radio stations. I think it is a good thing for the citizens of tomorrow to learn how to encourage
our government to do something that is important to our culture. Miss LaMarsh is very aware
of this situation and your letter will add to the many that may someday cause our government to encourage young talent to stay in Canada. After all, this is the country where you
were born and no one should have to leave because of a lack of opportunity (including
disc jockeys).
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A FRINGE EXPERIMENT
Toronto: On the music scene now appears an experiment. This experiment is in
the form of The Fringe. This past summer Bill Riley, their manager, thought of
making a group known in another way rather than the traditional method of (a)
playing small gigs (b) becoming increasingly popular and (c) cutting a record.
This experiment began in August. The idea was to hit the market with
either a single or an album or both, cut by a relatively unknown group. This
would enable the group to play for higher prices right after the record was out
instead of the traditional a b c method.
Arrangements were made with a recording studio, agencies were contacted regarding bookings and an advertising campaign planned. Now all that was
lacking in this experiment was the group. After auditioning many groups, Riley
came in contact with The Fringe. Although they had the ability to both write
and play their music well, a little moulding and a lot of practice was required
to bring them up to their present status. So one of Canada's young up and coming record producers, Greg Hambleton, was contacted and arrangements worked
out to record some of his and The Fringe's original material. Eleven sides were
cut at the Sound Canada studios and these are to be released as an album. Five
of these songs have been put out on a promotional extended play for radio personalities only. This however, is not the form in which it will be put out to the
record buying public. Even the way the two songs for release are chosen is unique. The E.P. is sent to all record deejays in Canada, who in turn, it is hoped,

will play it on the air letting their listeners choose the sides to be put out. This
will enable the people to hear the record before it is actually on the market and
will also make the ordeal of choosing two sides more interesting.
Quality Records, who have taken an interest in The Fringe have also
beefed up the picking of the two sides with a contest that could win $100.00
for some radio personality's favourite charity. After all the ballots are in an "A"
side will be chosen and a ballot drawn from the drum. If it's got the right "A"
side the deejay gets the hundred smackers for his charity.
-

The Fringe, which consists of Chris Thomas on drums, Chuck Cadman as
lead guitarist, John Murkin as the rhythm man, and Doug Daniel on drums, were
picked for this experiment because of their unique style of folk rock music. They
make use of electronics and are working on a new harmony in their folk rock stylings besides writing most of their own material. Added to this sound, which
somehow stands out as "different" from the carbon copy groups around, is a
stage presentation which is fun to watch. They have played many successful
gigs in and around Ontario including the Club 42 in Stratford and other Ontario
centres and have gone over very well at the Night Owl and Boris' in Toronto's
Vi I lage.

Their stage uniforms, which they designed themselves, plus their unique
style of folk rock leavesan everlasting impression on those who have seen them
in action.
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Three years ago, you could have shot a cannon down Record Alley and you wouldn't
have hit one music publications. Since then, music mags and music papers have been cropping up with some regularity and a neat arrary of tombstones to commemorate their demise
are cropping up with the same regularity. Some have been very impressive. Some have been
down right trash, but they come and come and come and go and go and go. Through all of

this, RPM continues to flourish and last week set the industry on its heels with the third
Canadian Industry Directory. As the Directory, arrived Old Ed: spent all his time on the
phone accepting congratulations. One thing you can say for disc jockeys and record people
and groups, they know how to show their appreciation. As well, the new format of the 8
page RPM Music Weekly has also received countless plaudits.
The continued progressiveness of RPM has made it a winner. Today, Canadian
artists and record and radio people are known throughout the world industry. It is no longer
a novel happening for a DJ or record man to walk into a New York office and be known by
name because "I read about you in RPM". RPM is in continuous change. The non -static
format of RPM makes it necessary for other trade mags to keep their eye on the "funny
little paper from Canada" where the inventiveness and imagination of Old Ed: and his staff
have introduced inovations that have heretofore not ever been considered in the music industry. It has gained Old Ed:, international respect in the industry and shed a new light on
Canada. This column is one of the pioneering features that RPM has introduced to the industry. The idea of a gossip (scandal -type) columnist in a trade oriented weekly was unheard of two years ago (Ed: IT STILL IS!!!) however when my column is omitted, the mail
response is staggering. The "turn to Ellie first" phrase has never been so prevelent.
RPM's Old Ed: introduced the first national motivative research campaign on records and the young buyer with astounding results that upset the previously published
figures on young buyers and the record consumer. The ad agency concept of the teenybopper
buyer was a fallacy. Our research proved that the record buyer was much older and agencies
were selling to the wrong consumer. Record companies have not been leaders in finding
out who their record buyers were. It was enough to know who the radio listeners were and
it was taken for granted that they were the consumer and they were of the airplay, but
not of the records themselves.
Ad agencies (many of who subscribe to RPM) were interested in the music format
of the stations they were to buy time from. RPM made this information available. Record

14 -

R&B chart
15 17 GIVE EVERYBODY SOME
The Bar-Kays-Stax
16
9 SOME KIND 0' WONDERFUL
Soul Bros Six -Atlantic
17 10 LET LOVE COME BETWEEN US
James & Bobby Purify -Bell
18 22 MR DREAM MERCHANT
Jerry Butler -Mercury
19 11 DIRTY MAN
Laura Lee -Chess
20 13 MEMPHIS SOUL STEW

BOSS FOURTEEN
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

2 SOUL MAN
Sam & Dave-Stax
3 PRECIOUS LOVE
Mary in & Tammy -Motown
5 EXPRESSWAY TO YOUR HEART
Soul Survivors-Crmison
6 I'M WONDERING
Stevie Wonder -Motown
4 NATURAL WOMAN

1

21

King Curtis-Atco
16 HEAT OF THE NIGHT

22

19 I'M A FOOL FOR YOU

Ray Charles -Spartan

Aretha Franklin -Atlantic
12 YOU'RE ALL THAT I NEED

James Carr -Bell

The Temptations -Motown
15 IT WON'T BE ME
James Brown -Delta
14 DIFFERENT STROKES
Syl Johnson -Quality

23 26 STAG -O -LEE

Wilson Pickett -Atlantic

24 24 GO GO GIRL
25

Lee Dorsey -Bell
---I SECOND THAT EMOTION

I HEARD IT THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE
Miracles -Motown
Gladys Knight & The Pips -Motown
26 --- SKINNY LEGS AND ALL
11 18 HUNK OF FUNK
Joe Tex -Dial
Gene Dozier & The Brotherhood-Minit
27 --- SHAME ON ME
12 7 SHOUT BAMA-LAMA
Chuck Jackson
Mickey Murray -Quality
28 --- GET IT TOGETHER
13 8 BOOG A LOO DOWN BROADWAY
James Brown -King
10 21

Johnny C -Barry

14

29 25 LOVE IS STRANGE

20 NINE POUNDS OF STEEL

Peaches & Herb -Date

Joe Simon -Sound Stage 7

30 27 SPREADIN' HONEY

103rd Street Watts Band
31 30 FUNKY SOUL NO. 1
Bobby Byrd -King

companies (Ed: Many of who subscribe to RPM) wanted to know what stations programmed
what music and what DJs occupied prime time slots. RPM has made this information available.

The wealth of news and information supplied to the trade at very little cost (and
often NO COST AT ALL) is indispensible.
I have one question to ask of Old Ed: Of the hundreds of rave letters that have
been received by RPM regarding the magazine, its contribution to the industry, its importance, the raves from readers, there have only been a few ever reprinted in RPM. I would
like to know why? (Ed: It's a case of lack of space in an 8 pager Ellie, and with writers
like you, it isn't a problem. You will eventually tell ALL!!!)
Finally the question that everyone is asking, "How does RPM do it, when other
magazines have failed? (Ed: Very simple. We are publishing with no alterior motive than
to inform. RPM is not a hype or sideline with us. It is our only and complete interest in
the music industry.) I think the reason is HONESTY. Above all, RPM has remained above
the trite and petty "payoffs" in the industry. Sink or swim, Old Ed: could never be accused
of favouritism or partiality, even with the threat of losing advertisers or NEVER gaining
their support (the lifeblood of any publication). It is something to PONDER, isn't it?
Not too long ago, Old Ed: was asked why his weekly continued to fight a useless
crusade to create a Canadian music industry. He was also asked how he could remain in a
business and criticise the industry for their lack of patriotism. He was told that no American trade magazine would ever badger the industry in the way RPM does. His answer was
simple and precise. "The American industry doesn't NEED and badgering or prodding". In
a nutshell, Canada and Canadians still need the encouragement to come out of their shell
and shed their inferiority. We are somewhat overshadowed by the friendly giant to the
south. NAME A WHOLLY CANADIAN RECORD COMPANY. (Ed: RODEO! See, I fooled yah!)
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Just returned from an exciting trip that covered Toronto, Montreal, New York City
and Detroit. My future columns will contain comments on my many findings.
I met Don Wayne, a well established music figure, in Montreal. Don started his
own label (Jet) only four months ago and already has six releases by different artists,
the latestbeing "Sean's Song" by Edmonton's popular King Beezz. Important people in
New York City have expressed the desire to handle some of Jet's masters. This could
be the opening of a new channel to the U.S. for Canadian artists.
Motown Records released what everyone has been waiting for - - "Diana Ross
and The Supreme's Greatest Hits". It's a two record package featuring their 20 hits.
The only trouble is that since the album was released they have came up with two new
greats, "Reflections" and their current chart climber "In And Out Of Love".
The men are not far behind. The Four Tops also have a "Greatest Hits" album

featuring "I Can't Help Myself", "Bernadette" and "Reach Out, I'll Be There".Marvin
Gaye, one of Motown's original hitmakers, has come up with Volume 2 of his "Greatest

Hits".
There's an unusual selection on Arlo Guthrie's "Alice's Restaurant" (Reprise).
The tune, "Alice's Restaurant Massacre", takes up one side of the album. It is a "Talking blues" which is not exactly a song nor a story, but something that rambles on and
on. The track is 18 minutes long - - all of them entertaining.
Country Joe. and The Fish's new single "Janis" (Vanguard) was written especially
for Janis Joplin of Big Brother and the Holding Company. This selection is from Country

WITH LORI
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2

:

Impresario, and owner of radio station CHIN, Johnny Lombardi booked in Jerry
Vale to the O'Keefe Centre for a one niter (12). Vale sang mostly his past hits, and he
has had enough to do a complete show. The mainly Italian audience gave Vale such enthusiastic rounds of applause that it was sometimes difficult for the orchestra to come
through. The critics weren't too kind and one called him Schmaltzy. Well, schmaltzy or not
to his fans, and they were his fans rather than an audience, he was great and they loved
him. Jerry Vale also happens to be one of Columbia Record's top selling male vocalists.
Stampeder manager Mel Shaw phoned from New York to tell us that he was having
a round of success with his talks with top record execs regarding the release of his Music
iWorlds Creation single "Morning Magic" by the popular Calgary group. He could have news
about an American release by the end of the week. Meanwhile his charges continue to make
money on this side of the border. The Stampeders played McGill University over the weekend and will also play other Montreal dates.
Maurice Chevalier, at 79, still very young at heart, captivated his audience at
Massey Hall (10) by virtually standing on stage, with straw hat, bow tie and a million
dollar smile. He sang and shuffled a few steps through songs everyone associates with
him. The amazing thing about Chevalier, his voice sounds almost the same as on his early
recordings particularly his world famous "Louise". When the performance was over and
the applause is hushed you get the feeling you have just spent a very pleasant evening
with an old friend.
I managed to get past the doorman, at the Hawks Nest, and across the mobbed
dance floor to give a listen to the Lords of London, who were appearing there for one
night only. They performed well, even with the brass and string sections and their fans
were really excited. Their follow-up to "Cornflakes and Ice Cream", "Twenty-one Thou and Dreams" could happen nationally.
Teak Wood has another disc going for him on Arc. This time it's "Okay" and
"Keep Me Hangin' On". It's possible that Teak Wood may be the understudy to Snoopy
in the successful stage play "You're A Good Man Charlie Brown".
Toronto's Fringe could come up with a winner through their novel way of picking
the side for release. Disc Jockeys across the nation are voting for the 2 best of 4 sides
sent out to them for review. The winning jock picks up $100. for his favourite charity. The
label is Quality and the sound is great, 4 times.
3's A Crowd opened at Granny's in the Walker House for a two week engagement.
RCA Victor hosted an open house for radio, press and the VIP's of the industry. 3's A
Crowd, who are now six, have a new look, a new sound and a brand new recording contract
with Dunhill Records, which are distributed by RCA Victor. This folk-rock group have not
only come up with some fantastic original material but also some fantastic arrangements.
-

Joe's new album "I Feel Like I'm Fixin' To Die", which will be released at the end of
the month

(Top left) The Five Americans have just released "Stop Light" on Abnak. Lulu (top
right) is running with hit material with three

Muc

record companies. Mandala's Roy Kenner is
shown in bottom left and again with Don
Troiano at their recent Hullaballoo appearance.

"Stop -Light" by The Five Americans (Abnak) is a smooth rocker with a good
dance beat, that should prove another winner for the talented group./The Box Tops'
"Neon Rainbow" (Mala) could climb up to the top of the charts as fast as "The Letter"
with a little help from the DJ's./Brian Hyland is back in the recording picture with
"Apologize", his first for Dot Records./The Lewis and Clarke Expedition follow up "I
Feel Good" with a strong chart contender "Freedom Bird". They'll have an album on
the market shortly./The Shy Guys have a good sounding record but they might have difficulties being charted. Reason is the title, "Rockin' Pneumonia and the Booga Loo
Flu" (uni) is so long that it would take up two chart spaces.
Lulu can't lose. She has three album releases, all by different companies. England's Parrot label issued an album "From Lulu-- With Love" containing her first hits
"I'll Come Running" and "Shout", Epic has a freshly recorded collection including "To
Sir With Love" and she also gets royal treatment from Fontana which carries the original
soundtrack from the movie "To Sir With Love".
Don Webster, host of "Upbeat", a syndicated TV show, originating from Cleveland, is giving Canadian acts a chance to show how good they are. The program recently
featured two Canadian acts, The Guess Who and The Lords of London. Canada could use
more people like Don Webster.
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3'S A CROWD
TURN
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Three's A Crowd came through with flying colours and the
experts on the folk-rock sound gave them all the plaudits they
deserved, The show was well paced and the selections (which suffered somewhat, from the house accoustics) couldn't have been
more professional or entertaining, The "Crowd" communicated
with the crowd that had come to see them.
Having just grabbed the golden ring of the record business
(a Dunhill recording contract) and having just received the blessing of the top group in the business (the Mamas and Papas) the
"Crowd" came home to share their success with their hometown
and show again, their talent that got the Yankee nod.
Donna Warner, who you may remember from "Bound To

GRANNY'S ON

Fly",sang lead and was capably backed by Trevor Veitch on lead
guitar, Brent Petcomb playing rhythm guitar, David Wiffen as lead
singer and on guitar, Ken Koblum on bass and Richard Patterson
on the drums, Together they proved that even six members of
Three's A Crowd could combine to give out with the best of today's

This week RPM would like to take you to an opening night
in a name Toronto bistro featuring a soon to be internationally

sound.

known group - THE SIX MEMBERS OF THREE'S A CROWD.

Toronto's psychodelic Granny's (The Walker House Hotel) is the
club and opening night has all the glitter and all the fanfare of a
New York theatre premiere or a Hollywood film opening. The group
will have to perform before an audience filled with critics, but on
the other side, many first night admirers, Press, radio and the
groups record company will be there, so backstage the tension is
building. This will be the first night of a two week stand and the
hometown audiences are usually super critical. In Toronto (known
for its know-nothing newspaper reviewers,,,,, when it comes to
music of today) you are going to have to make sure that every
little detail clicks because a bad light cue might be the basis of
a condemning review in the paper the next day.

Upcoming for the "Crowd" is their first Dunhill release
which will be distributed by RCA Victor in Canada. The session
was cut in Hollywood at Western Studio No, 3 where the famous
Mamas and Papas have cut their sessions. The sides were produced
by Steve Barry and co -produced by Cass Elliott (a name you should
all recognize), The four sides that were cut are all so excellent,
according to the advance word, that they still haven't decided what
to lead off with, The selections are: "Lengthy Coat Of Colours",
"I Don't Want To Drive You Away", "Wasn't It You" and "Bird
Without Wings". Now the big date in the "Crowd's" future is the
release of their first single for Dunhill and the final critics of
their record release, the radio personalities who, by playing their
release could make them the "international breakthrough group
from Canada",

3'S ACROWD IN ACTION AND IN CENTRE WITH PRESS AND RCA VICTOR VIP'S

